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Abstract
We investigate the low energy dynamics of N = 1 supersymmetric SO(N) gauge
theories with a single symmetric tensor matter field. These theories exhibit non-trivial
matching of global ’t Hooft anomalies at the origin of moduli space. We argue that their
quantum moduli spaces possess distinct Higgs and confining branches which touch at the
origin in an interacting non-Abelian Coulomb phase. The matching of anomalies between
microscopic degrees of freedom and colorless moduli therefore appears to be coincidental.
We discuss a formal mathematical relation between the SO(N) model and an analogous
Sp(2N) theory with a single antisymmetric matter field which provides an explanation for
the anomaly matching coincidence.
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Recent advances in analyzing the strong coupling dynamics of supersymmetric gauge
theories have opened up several new directions for model building [1]. One interesting
application has been to the study of dynamical supersymmetry breaking. A number of
theories utilizing novel dynamical mechanisms to break SUSY have been constructed during
the past few years [2]. One especially simple proposal is based upon an SU(2) model with
a single isospin-3/2 matter field [3]. Nontrivial ‘t Hooft anomaly matching in this chiral
model suggests that it confines with a smooth quantum moduli space. Supersymmetry
breaking then results upon adding a tree level superpotential. However, there is another
possibility for the SU(2) model’s low energy dynamics [3]: the ’t Hooft anomaly matching
may be coincidental and the theory may have a non-trivial RG fixed point at the origin.
In this case, supersymmetry need not be broken upon adding the tree level superpotential.
Which scenario is correct remains an unsettled question.
In this note, we examine a simple class of N = 1 supersymmetric SO(N) models
with a single matter chiral superfield S in the two-index, symmetric, traceless, tensor
representation . As we shall see, these models are similar to the SU(2) theory inasmuch
as they exhibit non-trivial ’t Hooft anomaly matching, which suggests confinement with
a smooth moduli space. 1 We will argue, however, that the moduli space for these
theories must have a more intricate structure, with various branches and a non-trivial
RG fixed point at the origin. The anomaly matching then appears to be coincidental. A
skeptic might view the SO(N) models as casting doubt on the proposed confinement and
supersymmetry breaking of the model of [3]. At the very least, they demonstrate that
anomaly matching can be misleading.
It is important to recall that the S field does not transform according to a faithful
representation of the SO(N) gauge group’s center. Test charges in spinor or vector repre-
sentations cannot be screened by either gluons or dynamical S matter fields. Therefore, the
SO(N) model’s moduli space can a` priori have distinct Higgs, confining and oblique confin-
ing branches where Wilson and ‘t Hooft loops exhibit various possible area and perimeter
law scalings. This feature of the SO(N) model represents a clear qualitative difference
with the SU(2) theory of [3] whose I = 3/2 field does provide a faithful representation of
the Z2 center of SU(2).
1 These models were recently considered in [4] as part of a complete classification of all
theories based on simple gauge groups with a freely generated moduli space and matching ’t Hooft
anomalies. Some of our previously unpublished observations on these models were cited in that
work. The SO(N) theories were also recently constructed via branes in [5].
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In the absence of any tree level superpotential, the SO(N) model has an anomaly free
U(1)R symmetry with R(S) = 4/(N + 2).
2 Its one loop beta function is b0 = 2(N − 4),
so the N ≥ 5 theories are asymptotically free. Although b0 = 0 for the SO(4) ∼= SU(2)×
SU(2) model with S ∼ (3, 3), this theory is not asymptotically free at two loop order.
It thus flows to a free theory in the IR. Similarly, the SO(2) and SO(3) theories are not
asymptotically free and flow to free theories in the IR.
The SO(N) model possesses a moduli space of classical vacua given by solutions to
the D-flatness condition modulo gauge transformations. Da = Tr(TaSS
†) = 0 implies that
the real and imaginary parts of S commute and can be simultaneously diagonalized by an
SO(N) rotation. The moduli space is consequently N −1 complex dimensional. Through-
out its bulk, the gauge group is generically completely broken by the Higgs mechanism.
But there exist subspaces of enhanced gauge symmetry where some diagonal expectation
values of S are equal. On the subspace where
〈S〉 =

z11m1×m1
z21m2×m2
. . .
zℓ1mℓ×mℓ
 (1)
with
∑ℓ
i=1mi = N and
∑ℓ
i=1 mizi = 0, the low energy theory reduces to l decoupled
SO(mi) models, each with a traceless two index symmetric tensor i, and l − 1 singlet
moduli corresponding to the zi.
The N − 1 dimensional classical moduli space is freely generated by arbitrary expec-
tation values of the gauge invariant operators
On = TrS
n, n = 2, 3, · · · , N. (2)
One can also form the additional composite B = detS. But it is linearly related by the
trace of the characteristic polynomial for matrix S
ON −
1
2
O2ON−2 −
1
3
O3ON−3 + · · ·+ (−1)
NNB = 0 (3)
to the operators in (2). This last expression can be used to eliminate B regardless of any
possible quantum corrections.
2 We adopt the SO(N) index values µ( ) = 2, µ(Adj = ) = 2N − 4 and µ( ) = 2N +4
which count numbers of fermion zero modes in a single instanton background.
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In the quantum theory, any dynamically generated superpotential which could lift the
classical moduli space degeneracy is determined by holomorphy and symmetry considera-
tions to be of the form
Wdyn = C
[S2N+4
Λ2N−8
] 1
4
(4)
where Λ denotes the SO(N) scale and S2N+4 stands for some function of the On oper-
ators which has S number equal to 2N + 4. Asymptotic freedom requires the classical
moduli space to be recovered in the weak coupling 〈S〉/Λ → ∞ limit. This condition is
incompatible with the form of Wdyn which yields a potential that grows with S. Conse-
quently, the constant C must vanish. We will refer to this part of the moduli space where
Wtot = Wdyn +Wtree = 0 as the “Higgs branch.” Shortly, we will argue that the Wdyn
in (4) with C 6= 0 must be generated on another “confining branch” of the theory when
Wtree 6= 0.
Although strong dynamics do not generate any superpotential on the Higgs branch,
they can still alter the theory’s vacuum structure and lead to interesting phenomena near
the origin. Classically, the moduli space metric for the On fields has singularities on
subspaces of the vacuum manifold where the gauge group is not completely broken. In the
classical theory, massless i matter fields and SO(mi) gluons must be included in order
to obtain a non-singular description. In the quantum theory, the moduli space singularities
are either smoothed out or else reflect possibly different massless fields.
Since the global U(1)R symmetry remains unbroken at the origin, it is possible to
check ’t Hooft anomalies in order to constrain the massless spectrum at this point. In the
microscopic theory, the U(1)R and U(1)
3
R
anomalies assume the values
AU(1)R =
[(N + 1
2
)
− 1
][
−
N − 2
N + 2
]
+
(
N
2
)
[1] = N − 1
AU(1)3
R
=
[(N + 1
2
)
− 1
][
−
N − 2
N + 2
]3
+
(
N
2
)
[1]3 =
(N − 1)(5N2 − 4N + 4)
(N + 2)2
.
(5)
In the effective theory, we find the following contributions from the fermionic components
of the On moduli superfields:
AU(1)R =
N∑
n=2
[ 4n
N + 2
− 1
]
= N − 1
AU(1)3
R
=
N∑
n=2
[ 4n
N + 2
− 1
]3
=
(N − 1)(5N2 − 4N + 4)
(N + 2)2
.
(6)
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The anomalies precisely match! This nontrivial agreement suggests that the On composites
saturate the massless spectrum of the quantum theory. If so, the quantum Kahler metric
for the On moduli should be flat near the origin and non-singular throughout the moduli
space. This anomaly matching represents circumstantial evidence for confinement in the
SO(N) model in the same way as for the SU(2) model of [3].
It is interesting to further consider discrete anomalies [6–8]. Global anomalies for ZN
groups should match between high and low energy descriptions of any gauge theory [9]. In
particular, the ZN -gravity-gravity coefficients are supposed to agree modulo N (modulo
N/2) for N odd (even). On the other hand, other anomalies such as Z3N and Z
2
NU(1)R
can be corrupted by unknown massive state contributions. Therefore, they cannot be used
to definitively rule out a proposed massless confining phase spectrum.
In the SO(N) model, instantons break the classical S-number symmetry down to a
Z2N+4 subgroup [10].
3 After assigning the S field charge 1 under this discrete group, we
find that the Z32N+4, Z
2
2N+4U(1)R and Z2N+4U(1)
2
R
anomalies do not match for general N .
However, the Z2N+4 anomalies calculated in the microscopic gauge theory and low energy
sigma model are equal:
AZ2N+4 =
[N(N + 1)
2
− 1
]
(1) =
N∑
n=2
n =
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
. (7)
These discrete anomaly matching results are therefore consistent with the hypothesis that
the SO(N) model confines and yields a free field theory at the origin.
Although the picture of simple confinement at the origin passes all non-trivial anomaly
tests, it can not provide a complete description of the moduli space. The first problem arises
along subspaces of enhanced gauge symmetry within the Higgs branch where SO(N) →∏
i SO(mi) with some mi = 2, 3 or 4. On these subspaces, the low energy theory is not
asymptotically free. The massless spectrum must therefore include SO(mi) gauge fields
and i matter fields. Since these subspaces intersect the origin, the massless spectrum
at 〈S〉 = 0 can not simply consist of the confined On moduli. We note that no such free-
electric subspaces enter into the SU(2) model of [3] or other theories which are believed
to confine.
Another way in which there could exist a free theory at the origin would be to have the
same massless spectrum at 〈S〉 = 0 as that which exists on the free-electric subspace with
3 A Z(N+2)/4 subgroup of Z2N+4 is contained within U(1)R. But there is no loss in working
with the larger Z2N+4 symmetry since U(1)R anomalies are already known to match.
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maximal unbroken gauge group. For example when N is a multiple of four, the massless
spectrum on the free-electric subspace with maximal unbroken gauge group consists of
free-electric SO(4)N/4 gauge fields and symmetric tensors, along with a subset of the On
operators which parameterize this subspace. This massless spectrum could conceivably
extend down to the origin of moduli space. However, there seems to be no way to make
this scenario compatible with the required ’t Hooft anomaly matching at the origin. It
thus appears that the theory at the origin can not be free and that the ’t Hooft matching
observed above is simply a misleading coincidence.
Another reason why confined On fields cannot represent the complete massless spec-
trum at the origin of moduli space may be seen by turning on a tree level superpotential
Wtree =
N∑
n=2
gnOn. (8)
In the presence of these classical terms, the eigenvalues z of S represent different solutions
of
∑N
n=1 ngnz
n−1 = 0. 4 Various vacua exist where different numbers of eigenvalues are
equal. The general low energy theory is N = 1 pure Yang-Mills with a
∏
i SO(mi) gauge
group. Formi ≥ 3, SO(mi) confines and yieldsmi−2 supersymmetric vacua whenmi ≥ 5,
four vacua when mi = 4 and two vacua when mi = 3. The low energy spectrum contains
a photon for each mi = 2.
For simplicity, consider the special case where only the mass coupling g2 =
1
2m in (8) is
nonzero. For m≫ Λ, the heavy S can be integrated out. The resulting low energy SO(N)
Yang-Mills theory is known to confine with a mass gap and to have N −2 supersymmetric
vacua. If the original SO(N) model simply had a moduli space with confinement in terms
of the On fields, turning on Wtree =
1
2mO2 would lead to dynamical SUSY breaking in a
similar fashion to the proposed mechanism in [3]. This would contradict the fact that the
low energy theory has N − 2 supersymmetric vacua.
Gluino condensation in the low energy SO(N) Yang-Mills theory generates the super-
potential
Wlo =
1
2
(N − 2)
[
16Λ
3(N−2)
lo
]1/(N−2)
, (9)
where the low energy scale is fixed by the matching relation Λ
3(N−2)
lo = m
N+2Λ2(N−4).
This result can be recovered from the effective superpotential
Wconf = −
[
ON+22
(N + 2)N+2Λ2N−8
]1/4
(10)
4 The coupling g1 is a Lagrange multiplier which enforces the tracelessness condition for S.
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in the upstairs theory after adding Wtree =
1
2mO2 and integrating out O2. This super-
potential is of the form (4). Since we have already argued that it is absent on the Higgs
branch, we conclude that there must exist another “confining branch” of the theory on
which Wconf is generated when m 6= 0. 5
The multi-branch structure of the SO(N) model’s moduli space is reminiscent of that
for SU(2) with two adjoints [11,12]. We sketch its basic features in fig. 1. The plane in
the figure represents the Higgs branch which is strongly coupled inside the shaded region
nearby the origin and weakly coupled in the domain far away from 〈On〉 = 0. Partial free
electric subspaces within the Higgs branch which intersect the origin are illustrated by the
diagonal line in fig. 1. When m 6= 0, the Higgs branch is lifted, and the theory resides on
the confining branch represented by the cone. For any fixed value of m, the vacuum on
the confining branch consists of N − 2 points with a mass gap. As a result, there are no
massless moduli associated with the confining branch. As can be seen from the expectation
value 〈O2〉 = (N +2)(16m4Λ2N−8)1/(N−2), small values for m yield vacua which lie within
the strongly coupled region nearby the moduli space origin. The spreading of the cone
with increasing m mimics the behavior of 〈O2〉. Points located on the confining branch at
m ≫ Λ are still strongly coupled, for the low energy limit of the SO(N) model at such
points is a super Yang-Mills theory. The entire cone is thus shaded grey.
In fig. 1, the Higgs and confining branches are shown touching at the origin much as
in SU(2) theory with two adjoints [11,12]. The origin must then reside in an interacting
non-Abelian Coulomb phase, for no free field spectrum could incorporate both the Higgs
and confining branches at this point.
It is also possible, though unlikely, that the distinct Higgs and confining branches
for the SO(N) model do not meet. Such a disconnected branch structure actually does
occur in SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 4 vector flavors [11]. Two inequivalent branches
arise from aligned and misaligned gaugino condensates within the low energy unbroken
SO(4) ∼= SU(2)× SU(2) gauge group. On the Higgs branch, Wdyn vanishes as a result of
cancellation between the two gaugino condensates, ’t Hooft anomalies match at the origin
and the low energy spectrum contains only the massless moduli. On the confining branch,
5 When other source terms besides g2 =
1
2
m in the tree level superpotential in (8) are nonzero,
more general confining phase superpotentials involving On>2 must be generated. The confining
branch must also include the vacua with different unbroken SO(mi), including the ones with
mi = 2 which have a massless photon.
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i
O
j
SO(N) completely
broken at generic
points on Higgs
branch
SO(N)  SO(2,3,4) along
free electric submanifold
Confining branch
Higgs and confining branches
touch at moduli space origin
which exists in NACP
Fig. 1: A schematic picture of the SO(N) model’s quantum moduli space.
a destabilizing superpotential is dynamically generated. WhenWtree 6= 0, the Higgs branch
ceases to yield supersymmetric vacua and is eliminated, and the low energy theory lives on
the confining branch. Since gaugino condensates do not appear at generic points within
our SO(N) model’s moduli space where the gauge group is completely broken, we do not
expect the theory with a symmetric matter field to exhibit such a disconnected branch
structure.
More generally, we expect that the theories recently classified in [4] for which the
gauge group can (can not) be completely broken do not (do) possess disconnected Higgs
and confining branches associated with aligned and misaligned gaugino condensates in
the unbroken product gauge group. The general distinction between the two cases may
be seen by turning on a mass term m. On the confining branch, the expectation value
of a matter field Q with index µ is fixed by symmetries and holomorphy to be 〈Q〉 ∼
(mµ−GΛ3G−µ)1/2G, where G denotes the adjoint index. If µ < G, the gauge group generally
breaks to a non-trivial subgroup and the moduli run off to infinity asm→ 0. The confining
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branch can then be thought of as a cone turned upside-down relative to that in fig. 1. The
cone approaches, but never touches, the plane at infinite moduli values. The Higgs and
confining branches are therefore disconnected when µ < G. In contrast, it seems more likely
that the Higgs and confining branches intersect at the origin in a non-Abelian Coulomb
phase for µ > G theories where the gauge group can be completely broken. The SO(N)
model with a single symmetric matter field falls into the latter category.
The structure of the theory at the origin can be probed by perturbing the SO(N)
model with Wtree = λTrS
k+1 for k ≥ 2. The equations of motion for the eigenvalues of S
are λ(k + 1)zk + g1 = 0, where g1 is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the tracelessness
condition. These equations generally only have the trivial solution z = g1 = 0. The
superpotential thus lifts the moduli space. When N = mk withm an integer, there is a one
complex dimensional moduli space of vacua which looks like 〈S〉 = zdiag(e2πiℓ/k)⊗ 1m×m
where z ∈ C and ℓ = 1, · · · , k. This vev breaks SO(N) → SO(m)k, and all massless
matter fields are eaten. For all values of N and k, the theories with Wtree = λTrS
k+1 can
be regarded as the Nf = 0 limit of a class of SO(N) models analyzed in ref. [13] with
a single symmetric matter field and Nf vectors. It has a dual description in terms of an
SO(4k − N) gauge group, a traceless symmetric tensor S˜ and a tree level superpotential
W˜tree = λ˜Tr S˜
k+1. This duality follows from the tower of dual pairs found in [13] for
general Nf after all vector matter fields are given masses and integrated out.
A special case occurs when N = 2k. Wtree then respects the anomaly free U(1)R
symmetry, and the electric and magnetic theories are identical. A one complex dimensional
moduli space remains unlifted by Wtree along which the gauge group is broken to SO(2)
k.
The massless spectrum consequently contains k photons. In the particular case of SO(4) ∼=
SU(2) × SU(2) theory with S ∼ (3, 3) and Wtree = λS3, a two-dimensional manifold of
non-trivial N = 1 renormalization group fixed points emanates out from the origin as a
function of g1, g2, and λ [14]. For N = 2k > 4, there can not be an analogous non-trivial
RG fixed point at the origin of the moduli space since the theories are asymptotically
free with a dynamical scale Λ. However, there could be non-trivial RG fixed points for
N = 2k > 4 away from the origin, with a line of fixed points as a function of λ and
〈S〉/Λ. This scenario requires the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance for 〈S〉 6= 0 and
the explicit breaking due to Λ to cancel. The duality of [13] would then provide a dual
description of this fixed point.
For general N and k, Wtree (W˜tree) breaks U(1)R in the electric (magnetic) theo-
ries. In the far infrared, an accidental U(1)R symmetry must be restored as part of
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the super-conformal algebra of the (possibly free) IR fixed point. When the gauge cou-
pling is strong, the appropriate U(1)R symmetry in the same super-multiplet as the stress
tensor should be close to the anomaly free one. The statement that the superpotential
generally violates this U(1)R symmetry is then equivalent to saying that it is generally
relevant or irrelevant, rather than marginal. In cases where the dual SO(4k − N) gauge
group is not asymptotically free and the magnetic superpotential also appears irrelevant
(D(W˜tree) =
3
2
R(W˜tree) =⇒ 2k ≤ N), it seems likely that the dual becomes free in the
infrared. The requirement that these dual or free magnetic theories be recovered when the
original SO(N) model is perturbed again favors the hypothesis that various moduli space
branches meet at the origin in a non-Abelian Coulomb phase, which allows for nontrivial
low energy dynamics.
To recapitulate, we have given three arguments for why the SO(N) model’s moduli
space origin exists in an interacting non-Abelian Coulomb phase. Firstly, it is difficult to
reconcile the ’t Hooft anomaly matching results with the existence of free electric fields
along subspaces that intersect the origin. Secondly, the moduli space must have a confining
branch when the symmetric matter field is given a nonzero mass. This confining branch
most likely touches the Higgs branch at the origin. Finally, a nontrivial phase and branch
structure must arise when the original SO(N) model is perturbed with a general tree level
superpotential. Perhaps a dual description of the RG fixed point at the origin can be
found which would provide a weak coupling picture for the confining branch and other
phenomena associated with Wtree 6= 0. At present, no such dual is known.
In light of all these findings, we conclude that the SO(N) model represents a rare
example where global anomaly matching does not signal simple confinement. The exis-
tence of an infinite chain of theories where anomaly matching appears to be misleading
represents a worthwhile point to bear in mind when analyzing the infrared behavior of
other supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric models.
If the SO(N) theory does not confine, why do the anomalies match? Some insight into
this coincidence can be gained from the negative dimensional group theory relationship
SO(2N) = Sp(−2N) (11)
where the overbar indicates interchange of symmetrization and antisymmetrization [15–
20]. This formal expression links orthogonal groups acting on conventional bosonic tensor
spaces to negative dimensional symplectic groups defined by their action on tensors in
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Grassmann vector spaces. For instance, the dimension of an SO(2N) irrep labeled by a
Young tableau λ can be obtained up to a sign from that for the corresponding Sp(2N)
irrep with the transposed tableau λT by simply setting N → −N . Similarly, every SO(2N)
invariant scalar is related to an Sp(2N) counterpart by replacing the symmetric gαβ metric
with its antisymmetric Jαβ analogue and swapping N → −N .
The group theory relation in (11) suggests that the SO(N) model is mathematically
similar to the theory with symmetry group
G˜ = Sp(2N)local × U(1)R (12a)
and matter content
A ∼
(
;−
4
2N − 2
)
(12b)
which was studied in refs. [21,22]. Like its orthogonal counterpart, this symplectic su-
persymmetric model possesses N − 1 complex flat directions which are labeled by the
operators
O˜n = Tr(AJ)
n, n = 2, 3, · · · , N. (13)
At generic points in moduli space, the expectation value for A breaks Sp(2N)→ SU(2)N .
The quantum moduli space consequently has a variety of disconnected branches which are
associated with the different possible signs for the gaugino condensates in each of the SU(2)
factors of the unbroken gauge group. The condensate sum generally yields non-vanishing
dynamical superpotentials, which lift the classical vacuum degeneracy. But on one branch,
the different condensate contributions precisely cancel and Wdyn = 0.
6 The moduli space
on this Higgs branch is smooth in terms of the O˜n fields, and the ‘t Hooft anomalies
AU(1)R = −2N − 1
AU(1)3
R
=
(−2N − 1)(5N2 + 2N + 1)
(−N + 1)2
(14)
match at the microscopic and macroscopic levels. Comparing these anomaly expressions
with their analogues in (6), we observe
A
Sp(2N)
U(1)R
2N→−N
−→ A
SO(N)
U(1)R
A
Sp(2N)
U(1)3
R
2N→−N
−→ A
SO(N)
U(1)3
R
.
(15)
6 After taking into account scale matching relations, one can check that there is a Higgs branch
with such a cancellation for all N .
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So matching of the U(1)R and U(1)
3
R
anomalies in the SO(N) theory with a single sym-
metric matter field appears to be an automatic mathematical consequence of the same
anomaly matchings in the Sp(2N) theory with an antisymmetric field. In the symplectic
model, the matching is physically significant and signals genuine confinement.
Given the connection between the SO and Sp anomalies, it is amusing to note that
Sp analog of the discrete anomaly matching in the SO(N) model does not generally work.
In the Sp(2N) theory, a Z2N−2 subgroup of the classical U(1)A group, which assigns the
A field charge 1, remains intact at the quantum level. The Z32N−2, Z
2
2N−2U(1)R and
Z2N−2U(1)
2
R
anomalies, which need not match since they can be corrupted by the massive
spectrum, indeed do not match. Furthermore, the difference between the microscopic and
macroscopic values for the Z2N−2-gravity-gravity anomalies
A
(parton)
Z2N−2
= (2N2 −N − 1)(1) = (N − 1)(2N + 1)
A
(hadron)
Z2N−2
=
N∑
n=2
n =
1
2
(N − 1)(N + 2)
(16)
is ∆ = 32N(N − 1). So the Z2N−2 anomalies match modulo N − 1 if N is even, but they
fail to match if N is odd.
Instances where naive discrete anomaly matching arguments fail have previously been
noted [9]. For example, the nonvanishing vev for the baryonic glueball operator B =
ǫµ1···µNcW
µ1µ2Wµ3µ4V µ5 · · ·V µNc within SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 4 vectors leaves
intact all continuous global symmetries but breaks the instanton induced Z2Nc−8 down to
ZNc−4. Anomalies therefore match only for the latter discrete subgroup and not for its
larger progenitor. A similar phenomenon may resolve the discrete anomaly mismatch in
the symplectic model. 7 The N glueballs which must emerge when Sp(2N) → SU(2)N
come from linear combinations of Bn = Tr(WJ)
2(AJ)n where 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. The only
one of these operators whose vev does not break U(1)R is BN−1. If this glueball composite
develops a nonzero expectation value, all anomalies involving the unbroken discrete group
ZN−1 match between the microscopic and macroscopic theories for N even. Moreover,
anomalies also match for N odd provided the low energy sigma model contains an odd
number of massive Majorana fermions with charge N − 1. It is important to note that
only an even number of such Majorana fermions can exist when N is even if the prior
7 We thank Csaba Csa`ki for discussions on this point.
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anomaly results are not to be disrupted. This rather involved scenario appears to yield
viable anomaly matching results within the symplectic model.
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